IMPRESSA XS9 Classic

Technical overview
Specific advantages
Latte macchiato / Cappuccino at the touch of
a button
No. of individually programmable specialities
Multi-level Aroma+ grinder
Hot water system (3 temperature levels)
Cup tray
Remaining time display
Connector System ©
Automatic milk rinse
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JURA standards
Variable brewing chamber, from 5 g to 16 g
Intelligent Pre-Brew Aroma System (I.P.B.A.S.©)
Active Bean monitoring
Energy Save Mode (E.S.M.©)
High-performance pump, 15 bar
Thermoblock heating system
Fluid system
Monitored drip tray
Integrated rinsing, cleaning and descaling
programme
Adjustable water hardness
One or two cups of espresso in one brewing
operation
JURA hygiene: TÜV-certified
CLARIS filter cartridge
Zero-Energy Switch or power switch
Swiss made
Settings and programming
Programmable and individually adjustable
amount of water
Programmable and individually adjustable
coffee strength
Programmable brewing temperature
Programmable amount of milk
Programmable temperature of hot water
Programmable amount of hot water
Rotary Switch for intuitive navigation
Resettable day counter
Shows the number of preparations for each
individual product
Integrated milk system rinsing and cleaning
programme
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Design and materials
Clear text / graphic display
Amber / White cup illumination
Powder chute for second, ground coffee
Sound design

0.24 l / Min.
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In figures
Height-adjustable coffee spout
Height-adjustable hot water spout
Cappuccino spout
Water tank capacity
Coffee grounds container
Bean container with aroma preservation cover
Bean container can be optionally extended to
Cable length
Voltage
Current
Power
Stand-by power
Weight
Dimensions (W × H × D)
Article number / colour
EAN-Code

66 – 146 mm
66 – 146 mm
120 mm
5.7 l
max. 40
260 g
730 g
approx. 1.1 m
220 – 240 V ~
10 A
1350 W
< 0.1 W
13.8 kg
41 × 47 × 39 cm
13725 / Black
7610917137251
Hygiene
standards

CLARIS White
CERTIFIED

4 levels
2 levels
3 levels

JURA – If you love coffee

IMPRESSA XS9 Classic

Proven, coveted, durable

Benefits
 Latte macchiato and cappuccino at
the touch of a button
 Simple and intuitive navigation
 Aroma+ grinder now twice as fast
 Two cups in one brewing operation

Accessories
 Cup Warmer
 Cool Control
 Milk Cooler Piccolo
 Coffee to Go equipment
 Compact Payment Box

Mention the word ‘coffee’ today and people no longer think of just espresso or milk
coffee but also popular favourites like latte macchiato or cappuccino. A trend that
now extends itself to boutiques, offices and the catering sector. So the fact the
IMPRESSA XS9 Classic produces no fewer than twelve different coffee types –
including latte macchiato – at the touch of a button is welcome news. And thanks
to its compact dimensions and lightweight (13.6 kg), the machine delivers the mobility we associate with JURA.
Design
From the start it was clear that the design of the machine would have to reflect the
quality and characteristics of our freshly prepared coffee specialities. Controls such
as the selector with backlit pictograms, the Rotary Switch or the graphics display are
not only eye-catching optical highlights but also an immense aid to navigation from
the word ‘go’, not mention to the illuminating light for your coffee preparation.
Ecological intelligence
The IMPRESSA XS9 Classic helps relieve the strain on the environment and your budget. Thanks to Energy Save Mode (E.S.M.©) the machine uses up to 40% less energy
and, if you so wish, switches automatically to standby mode after a certain time.
One-Touch technology
For most of us, enjoying a well-made cup of coffee is one of life’s daily pleasures.
With the unique One-Touch technology by JURA even speciality coffees with milk are
no longer time-consuming. The IMPRESSA XS9 Classic delivers cappuccino or latte
macchiato at the touch of a button, with no need to move the cup.
An all-round coffee solution
Using optional modules such as the Cup Warmer, whith a matching milk cooler or an
accounting interface, the machine can be upgraded into an all-round coffee solution
or optimized for self-service areas. Even people with little or no experience of coffee
machines will find it a snap to operate because the controls are intuitive and easy
to understand. The programming buttons are concealed discreetly behind a flap.
And if circumstances require, these can even be blocked to only be accessible to
specific users.

Areas of use
 Office
 Barista bars
 Factories
 Coffee-Lounge
 Catering

Recommended maximum daily
output 60 cups

